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Academic Chibs Under Fire

SG Budget Requests Spiral
Santry Calls For
New Guidelines
Broad and increased spending in the area of clubs and organizations,
particularly academically oriented ones, has prompted Student Government
President Frank Santry to propose a new system for allocating budgets.
The present system, according to Santry, is growing out of proportion.
"This year $18,000 was allocated to -- - - - - - - - - - - - - clubs and organizations of which 80 per cent of the total Student
$3,000 was held in reserve by tbe Government budget.
budget committee. Of the remaining
Santry,s seven-point proposal will
$15,000 allocated, $9,600 was given limit the amount of funding of
to academically oriented clubs," said .academically oriented clubs, force
Santry.
the departments to sponsor
"We are particularly concerned extracurricular activities and give the
with meeting our responsibility to clubs an incentive to raise some
help clubs obtain needed funds," monies on their own.
said Santry. "However, we are
"I had considered vetoing several
seeking to encourage academic of the budget requests which did
departments also to give aid to pass the senate/' said Santry, "but
academically oriented clubs."
after approaching several of the
Left unchecked, and taking into college deans we found that no
SAM WILLIAMS, Black Student Union The noon ceremony in Millican's office marked the consideration current growth of department monies were
vice president} and Algernon Cooper received a gift of first donation for the BSU's annual Thanksgiving budget requests as opposed to immediately available for such a
monies available, these academic program."
canned food from Pres. Charles N. Millican Tuesday. Canned food drive ~or the poor in Orange County.
clubs would receive between 70 and
After much discussion, Santcy
explained, he decided to go ahead
and accept the budgets in question
this year. "By next year, however,"
We live in the Present
he added, "we hope to institute the
By the Past, but
new program or some form of it. We
FTU library hours have been have received a very favorable
for the . ..
extended one hour Sunday through response from the administration to
Thursday nights in answer to a this or a similar program, and we
student move requesting the change. have been assured that there will be
no legal problems involved in using
The drive was spearheaded by state funds for this type of
resident student Paul Erickson and program."
FTU, Ott...to, Florida
November 19, 1971
Vol. 4 No. 9
followed up by a Student Senate
The seven-point proposed
resolution. Erickson sponsored a program is as follows:
petition that requested a two-hour
extension on library hours. The
(1.) Divide all clubs and
petition forces obtained signatures organizations into two basic
of 153 resident and commuter categories: academically oriented
students, who stated that they and nonacademically oriented.
would be interested in an extension
(2.) Place each academically
By Harry Smith
and would support the Library
(continued on page 6)
Room, room, and more room is in progress is the extension of building will provide facilities for facilities if the hours were
the word from the department of utilities servic~s ~ehind the Gen~ral rehearsals by the music department. lengthened.
campus planning. Following the Classroom Building. The extension
(continued on page 6)
The petition was channeled
present Village Center construction of the utilities services to the area is
the offices of Academic
through
will be a new Humanities Bui1ding, the first step in preparing to
Affairs, Academic Administration
and in the distant future there are accommodate the forthcoming
and Library, and the final decision
plans for a Biological Science Humanities Building.
was
mad~ to extend the closing time
is
still
in
The
Humanities
Building
Laboratory Building.
one hour after it was determined
At present the Village Center the planning stages, Clayton said. He
that sufficient transferable funds
project is progressing "on time," further stated that January is the
were available to make the change
The FTU Christmas tree is being
according to Fred Clayton, director "hopeful', date for the beginning of
feasible.
construction.
decorated Saturday, Nov. 27, 7 to 9
of University physical planning.
The building will include offices
Completion of the new Village
Funds will be reallocated from p.m. in the Multi Purpose Room, and
Center is scheduled for August 1, for the humanities faculty and 11
other university budgets, according all students are invited to help with
classrooms. Housed in the building
1972.
to Dr. Leland Jackson, vice president the decorations.
The center, when completed, will will .also be the art and music
The Tree Decoration Party begins
for academic administration.
house recreational rooms and departments. An annex to the
the Christmas season at FTU, which
LASTFuTUre
facilities for student activities.
"Our original plan last year was to will lead to the Christmas Dance
Cafeteria facilities presently located
The last issue of the FuTUre for be open until 11 p.m. but our budget December 3. There will also be a
in the Multi Purpose Room of the
/:")
fall quarter will come out December did not include the necessary new snowball fight and an Elf Contest.
The Elf contest is part of the
existing VC facilities will be moved
3; there will be no paper next w~ek staff members to do so," said Lynn
to a permanent location in the new
due to the Thanksgiving ~oliday. W. Walker, director oflibraries. "The Christmas Dance itself, and
structure.
'
Any announcements or notices for combined forces of the student competition is for Mr. and Miss Elf
the last issue may be submitted to petition and a resolution from the of FTU. · Requirements for the
Other campus construction now
the FuTUre office in LR 213 by Student Senate had a great deal of contest is a 2.0 average. Santa Claus,s
influence on the d.ecision,U he added. role is also a contest, which is open
noon November 30.
, ,
.
.
to all male faculty and staff
Despite computer failures
·
·
members. Entry blanks are available
Tuesday and Wednesday, the traffic
in theVC office. Campaigning begins
flow during the first two days of
Tuesday, and voting will be in the
advance registration went fairly
Snack Bar November 30 and
smoothly. "If the computers haq
Decemberl.
The Lambda Chi Alpha worked, registration would have
Alpha Kappa Pi Fraternity has
Fraternity-sponsored voter been much smoother.,, I. Edward
challenged ATO to a snowball fight
registration campaign was termed Knight, records and registration
December 2 at 7 p.m. on the Village
"successful" with exactly 700 director, said.
Cente.r Green. The snowball fight
students registering. Totals included
He added that while the computer
contest is also open to other FTU
335 registrations on Tuesday and was in operation, "no one was
organizations who want to issue
365 on Wednesday. "The turnout crowded" and persons were "eased
challenges.
wasn't as good as we expected for through" the process. "It was so
"Red and Green Day," December
Wednesday and preregistration smooth that .I thought we'd only
3, is the day of the dance, and all
could have caused some conflict, registered about 500, (Tuesday)
students are urged by the Christmas
but the campaign was successful," when it was actually 1,097 ,"Knight
committee to wear the traditional
said LXA brother Dennis Phipps.
said.
Christmas colors of red and green.
Party affiliations were estimated
Tuesday there were minor
The dance itself, from 9 p.m. to 1
to have been evenly divided with 15-minute setbacks, but the big one
a.m. in the Multi Purpose Room,
approximately 10-15 per cent came about 3: 30 p.m. while the
features "Fire," a group from New
registering with no ' party. One computer went down for about an
York. The dress is formal or
registration clerk said that probably hour. Registrar W. Dan Chapman
semi-formal, and a photographer will
more men than women registered, said the reason for the delay was that I ... 11!111~
but final figures on party affiliation the Gainesville computer started
MARK SHABIN and Becky Schurman displayed their unusual talents be there to take pictures of couple.
and sex of those registered were not rejecting a particular course.
for a student audience on the Village Center .green Monday. For story with Santa Claus.
avai1able.
(continued on page 6)
(continued on page 6)
see page 12 for more photos see photo supplement.
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Students Can Succeed
Student-oriented moves, when directed through proper channels, have
a tendency to be seriously considered by the university and ultimately
implemented.
Such has been the case in at least tl:lree instances concerning problems
of importance to students. The first two involved the changing of the
senior seminar system and revamping the block system. The most recent,
an extension of library hours, was initiated this week. The hours have
been extended due to a student-guided petition and request, for the
convenience of students. This change should prove worthwhile to
residents, to commuters and to students with night classes, desiring a few
extra hours of research and studv.· after classes.
ASSISTANT VICE President for Academic Administration, Leland
Jackson says that the hour change is not on a trial basis. Funds will be
reallocated from various other budgets within the university to
implement the change.
Lynn W. Walker, director of libraries, says that the hours will probably
go back to a closing time of 10 p.m. if the new hours are not utilized.
Whether or not the library will be used is up to the students, but it is
important to consider that the service will not be of interest to all students
and therefore success should not be judged on quantity.
NUMBERS OF student using library facilities at night are quite low
compared to daytime statistics but this is to be expected, regardless of
how late the library is open. However, these figures should change at least
1
slightly with the extension.
Students have once again proven themselves as mature persons
interested in positive changes that will benefit the university. Radical
methods are not always necessary for change.

Poetie111/u Vours

Dear Editor:

DOC'S ADVICE
My doctor says that rm too fat
And maybe he is right;
He's put me on a diet which
Should make me thin and light.

I suggest that FTU Blvd. be
There's one thing I can't understand
extended into the main campus in
Which causes great debate,
order to link up with the parking
And this is that the doc himself
lots. The present single entrance
Is also overweight.
leaves much to be desired. There is
William C. Van Sickle still time and vacant land, as far as I
, - ~ : .../,-
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know, with which to develop a
functional traffic control system for
FTU. However, if buildings are
constructed between the Alafaya
Trail -- FTU Blvd. intersection and
the west parking lots, it may be
impossible to prevent traffic
problems in that area ..
Also, it would be a good idea in
my opinion to investigate the
feasibility of a separate entrance on
the east side of the campus for those
persons coming from the Titusville
area. The overall traffic patterns
needed as this institution grows to its
projected 25,000-member student
body should be the first priority
concern. Buildings can always be
constructed on land used
temporarily as parking lots.

Campus
~Glances
CLUB

The Orlando Bridge Club is now
. open to new and old bridge players
and is interested in FTU students as
prospective members. The club
meets each Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
at the club building on West
Livington Street across from the
Municipal Auditorium. Students
may learn duplicate bridge, Swiss
team and individual games. Cost is
Name Withheld 50 cents and further information
may be obtained by calling
425-3294.

Campus
~

Glan<es

GOOSEBERRY SHOP

IS BACK

LINDA METTEL
Editor-In-Chief
Sharon Marek

John Gholdston

News Editor

Layout Editor

,,

The Gooseberry Sanitorium, a
combination record and head shop,
and New York-type coffeehouse will
open for business for the first time
today.
According to Martin MacArthur,
proprietor, the shop will sponsor
regular open jam sessions for student
or other individuals who would like
to perform.
The Sanatorium, which is located
on SR-436 in Forest City, will be
open today from 10 a.m. to
midnight or 2 a.m. depending on
business, according to MacArthur.
Students interested in performing
at the coffeehouse jam sessions may
contact MacArthur at 834-4343.

Managing Ed~tor . James E. Couch
Photo Editor
. . . Charles Seithel
Business Manager
Henry Popkin
Acting
Advertising Manager . Richard Jack
Advertising . . . . Dennis Burns,
Nelson Marchioli, John Pappa,
Harry Smith, James Wald.
Reporters . . . . . . Mike Crites,
Tina Evans, Weber Ivy, Osler
Johns, Harry Smith, Ann
Sperring, Beth Weilenman.
Sports .. . . . . . . Fred Cay, John
-Gordon, Jerry Jackson, Larry
Mccorkle, Ike Spinos.
Pho~ographe_rs ..... Ed Burton, Jon

Findell, R1.chard Jack, Ike Soinos.
Circulation ............ Paul Rauch. ·

Approvals Given
for Nationalization

'Hootenanny' Stars

To Appear At VC
The Serendipity Singers are
coming to FTU Monday at 11 a.m.
The musical group whose
"Crooked Little Man" sold a million
copies and whose name sent people
to the dictionary, will be appearing
on the Village Center Green for two
hours.
The group was first formed in
1963 at the University of Colorado,
and their first major engagement was
at the Bitter End Cafe in New York
City. They became regulars on TV's
Hootenanny Show. Since then they
have performed at 800 colleges in 49
states, recorded six albums and have
toured 15 countries. They have
appeared on such television
programs as Johnny Carson's
Tonight Show, Dean Martin Show,
Kraft Music Hall, Mike Douglas
Show and Ed Sullivan Show, and
have made over 30 specials,
including a Christmas program last
year.
Serendipity, from the children's
story about the three princes of
Serendip who search for one thing
and find another, is a word which
means the ability of making
desirable discoveries by accident.

Radical Author,
Viet War Writer
To Speak At VC
"Esquire" war correspondent and
author of "Lieutenant Calley" John
Sack will speak on the Village Center
Green Tuesday at 11 am.
His topic is "Greetings..." and is
about the "whole truth about the
American Army."
John Sack may be the only radical
writer in America with top secret
clearance. Since 1965 he has lived
with the army-participating in
bayonet/practice and beer parties,
and often joining combat troops in
the field. He has interviewed a major
who chooses each soldier for
Vietnam duty.
Sack was personally selected by
Calley to write "Confessions of Lt.
Calley" for "Esquire," and Sack also
wrote "Lt. Calley" for Viking Press.
He lived with Calley during the time
and was called Calley's constant
companion by "Newsweek." When
the Army subpoenaed his tapes of
Calley's "Confessions," Sack refused
and was arrested. He was freed on
bail and told Congress and the
National Book Awards, as well as
audiences, information he refused to
give the Army.
Sack has also written two books
about U.S. and Southeast Asian
wars. The latest is about Vietnam
and is entitled "M." This has already
sold 100,000 copies.

Delta Tau Fraternity was officially approved for colonization with Delta
Tau Delta National Fraternity, and Lambda Chi Alpha received permission
to receive its charter last week. The University Ad Hoc Committee for
Fraternities, whose members are fraternity advisors, granted approval at its
November 3 meeting.
Delta Tau will now seek national financial obligations, and working
approval from Delta Tau Delta and relationship with the local alumni
Lambda Chi Alpha will receive its group. Additionally, all chartered
charter in chartering ceremonies chapters . must have an active
November 28.
national alumnus associate member
Cr~ter.ia .for chartering ~d acting as chapter advisor.
At the present time, Alpha Tau
colomzat1on mc~ud7d membership
of 25 ~or colomzation and ~5 for Omega and Kappa Sigma are the
chartenng; f~ll members~1p in only chartered fraternities at FTU.
THE SERENDIPITY Singers, former stars of television's Hootenany
Interf~atermty ~ounc_1l; no Tau Kappa Epsilon will receive its
Show, will perform Monday at 11 a.m. at the Village Center green. The
suspension or probation wtth IFC; charter in December.
eight-member group, which was formed in 1963, will perform for two
chapter GPA of no Jess than 2.1 for
hours.
two consecutive quarters for
Two nationals, Chi Phi and Phi
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - colonization and GPA equivalent to Kappa Psi are attempting to establish
or above all men's average for local groups at FTlJ to later be
chartering; position to meet all accepted as national colonies.

LENF-.Work Session
Seeks Field Solutions

law enforcement workshop entitled "Education Responds to the Needs of
Criminal Justice" at FTU on November 10.
"We are trying to find a solution - - - - - - - - - - - - - between what the people in the field the Florida House Committee on
want to do and what the educators Criminal Justice, delivered the
want to do," said J. Price Foster keynote address.
Major topics of discussion
director of Criminal Justic~
Education in the State University included "What are the problems
System and director of the and issues of police, correctional,
"Criminal Justice Manpower and legal, prelegal and court
management education? What are
Education Workshop Series."
Tim Crowe, Criminal Justice some of the major advantages of
Planner in the Governor's Council on utilizing college level personnel,
Criminal Justice, spoke on "The especially as related to recruiting,
New Law Enforcement Assistance selecting and retaining these people?
Agency Manpower Development
College law enforcement
Administration Program for programs which provide a mode J
for Florida's State University
Criminal Justice Agencies."
Quillian S. Yancey, chairman of System are Michigan State
University in East Lansing, Mich.,
State University of New York at
War Movie Filmed
Albany, and the University of
Theatre Dept.
Illinois at Chicago.

U.S. Marine Corps

Officer Programs

Tues. Nov. 23

U.S. Marine Corps

Officer Programs

Tues. Nov. 23

Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company

Sales positions - any
major.

Tues. Nov. 23

Red Lobster Inns
(Management Training)

Bus. Ad. majors

Mon. Nov. 29

Polk County Schools

Teaching Positions

Mon. Nov. 29

Laventhol Krekstein
Horwath & Horwath
(Dec. grads only)

Accountlµlcy

Tues. Nov. 30

Bus. Ad., Communication,
Economics, Finance, Math,
History, Mgmt, Mktg.
Sign up for interviews in Placement Center- AD 225
Morrison's Cafeteria
& Admiral Benbow Inns

You must register with the Placement Center
before you may interview.

FTU D ele Cfa te D es crz•bes
stu~~~ts m~~;zy wg:~; :~d 7o~ R ea zl·ty O'f M 0 del .S ena t e.

Live-action filming of a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - student-written movie is being done
1
this weekend, according to Dr. Harry
Smith, assistant professor of theatre.
t"')
.

Akerman,isbeingproducedbyboth
the theatre department and the
students. Filming began last summer
in the Theatre Tent with battle
scenes in a miniature German valley
setting.
Entitled "Yesterday, Today,
Tomorrow, The Day After, The Day
After That," the movie is an
independent study and should be
completed by January. It is a
30-minute film complete with
sound.

'i

Wrangler
Bratten
Live-ins

Mon. Nov. 22

By

----iQUTER LIMITS----

~

Nov. Recruiting Schedule

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT CENTER
The Criminal Justice Education Project of the Florida Division of
INTERESTED IN:
ORGANIZATION
Umvers1
.
•t•1es an d th e D.iv1s1on
. . o f Commumty
. Colleges presented a day-long INTERVIEWING
DATE

An atmosphere of rivalry and
debate was captured by the Model
Senate which was held at Stetson
Universitylastweekend.
"We were supposed to vote, think
and act like the senators we were
portraying, and most representatives
went along with this concept,".said
FTU student Bill Castellano who
portrayed Senator Lawton Chiles.
-~-~-p-e_r_~_w_r_~_b_e_ll-~-~-~-s-~-o-~-~-b-r_w_h_e_d_d-~-i-m-~-e-~-e-~-e-~-b-e-~-~-d-i-~-k-e-~-~-a-n-d~
In addition to ~~~an~
~
representatives from FTU included
3
Q. GRAND OPENING
Sanford Shopping Plaza
~ Robert Seidl, representing Edward
~
!II
Gurney; Grafton Carlson,
·s.
~ representing J. L. McClellan, D-Ark.,
8'
;.
and Harry Barnes, representing
~
~
~
A UNISEX BOUTIQUE ~ Jennings Randolph, D-W. Va.
S
ELLS
SHIRTS-TOPS
BELTS
o
Also Martha Swann, representing
JEANS-B
~ William Fulbright, D-Ark., and Denis
~ Landlubber
Europe craft
Canterbury
~ Noah, representing Robert Byrd,
~ P.O.W
Strobe
Peter Max
: D-W. Va.
~
~
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Elaine Post
Manskin Forum
Jones

Custom made

By Tina Evans
cochairman. The committee "good majority," according to
received an award for the most Castellano.
"The general spirit of the debate
effective committee, and Carlson
won an award for being the most on the bill was along the lines of
effective committee c~airman.
'we've talked long enough about
"Booby prizes~' were also ending our involvement in
awarded in such categories as most Vietnam--now let's do something
obnoxious and most outspoken, and about it,'" he added.
Voting on the Hatfield resolution
a senility award was presented to
caused Castellano some anxious
Castellano.
A~m~~toCas~llino,some~ moments . when Chiles arrived to
the more important legislation preside at the session: "I was·
included bills concerning
social particularly concerned about voting
security benefits, withdrawal from the way Chiles himself would vote
Vietnam, legalization of marijuana because it was a borderline
situation."
and an anti-busing proposal.
Rather than second guess,
The Senate voted to inc·rease
social security benefits, raising the Castellano sent his opinion to the
minimum monthly payment to Senator and received his enthusiastic
$200.
.
support.
An immediate end to all combat

~ onTh~~e F~~-r:::~~:at~:~i~::; ::~nw~hd~~:~·~a~nr!i::i~~n:~ vo~ed~~t!-~:~~~gfl~~~b;:~~ci~:!

;· Committee, which was chaired by by the Hatfield-Symington majority, was termed "unique" by
'<' Carlson with .Castellano as resolution, which was passed by a Castellano.
_,
.S 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 "Those who voted for the bill
0
Impressions
Zap
'~.. :
· all y th e Sou th em senat ors
: were b as1c
1
.~
Spider
o :
'
who have a record of being against
civil rights, and at the other extre~e
o 10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS ADVERTISEMENT
322-5560 i. :
: was the Kennedy-McGovern-Muskie
~
E
: coalition who voted against the bill
pmi SJJaq 1al(l11a1 ap11w p1rnq.sJa:>f:l1!f pU1? snaq uaal3AJ3A-w!uap paqsn1q-sU1?af-s11eq •
because it was anti-civil rights," said
: Castellano.
"Finally there were the moderates
U • : who advanced the opinion that
busing isn't good, but it's the best
: thing we now have," he added.
In pinpointing the value of the
John Sack
V-C· Green
Model Senate, Castellano said, "One
of the biggest benefits was that we
Corner of East 50 and Alafaya Trail
Tuesday
were able to put all the thLT}gs we
E
Nov. 23
l
l
.
OO
learned in class about legislative
:
am
processes into practice.
Complete brake 1.0 b for $4S
5
"When you come right down to it,
•
•
you can read how to drive a car, but
Complt:te tune-up for $21
E
(SC AUD In Case of Rain)
you must exprtience driving to learn
~~~-~---~~-------~----~~~~~~ : ,, 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 tt;'headded.

Greetings
• . . .'

! :

§

::

5

Don's

UNIVERSITY GULF

e

Ca.n rhey Do It To Yo

?:

5

Phone 273-0402

SERVICE CALLS

I

•
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Senate Boosts VC Budget
Student programming activities. format," said president of the VC
received a monetary boost recently board DevoHeller.
when SG approved a $10,000
According to Heller, about
transfer of funds to the Village $2,500 of the $4,000 transferred to
Center.
programming is scheduled to be used
"Portions of the funds will be for new programs such as an arts and
used to restore some of the cuts crafts project, cards and games, and
made in the original program and to tours and outings, plus such
implement a new and expanded acti~ities as the spring formal,
Christmas dance and the
Ch eerl eaders Plan
intedisciplinary program. The
Basketball Pep Band remaining $1,500 will be kept in
T he FTU cheerleaders are reserve.
Funds amounting to $6,000 were
working on a project to form a pep transferred to a special fund for
band to attend the basketball games H
.
h. h ha
been
and are in need of more musical
om~commg, w JC
s
ta l t Th 1971-72 uad consists tentatively scheduled for the week
en·
e
sq . .
. of February 13.
of Dawn Thorton, capt:am, Karolyn
"We're going to try to involve
Kerk ow, cocaptatm; Kathy more students and alumni in
Richar~on, secr~tary; Bev Saxton, homecoming activities this year,"

said Heller. "Our plans are to
combine traditional homecoming
activities with the special
characteristics of FTU.
"I think the transfer of funds is
basically a good thing because it will
eliminate many of the bureaucratic
and bookkeeping problems inherent
-in the joint account, plus I think the
VChasthestudentsandresourcesto
carry out the programs
successfully," added Heller.
.
In accordance with these views,
SG President Frank Santry observed
that the new arrangement should
serve everyone better.

'l

A CASH grant representing a full year's tuition scholarship for a
The transfer of dunds will minority student was presented to Dean Bernard Ostle (right), College of
eliminate the former joint account
shared by SG and the VC for these Natural Sciences, by D. R. Butler, branch ·manager of Honeywell
Company's Field Engineering Operations. The grant was a total of $570.
activities.

R~fu&~.
Christi
Rudolph.~~~Man~====~=====================~
The cheerleaders are dedicated to
A cash grant representing a full Manager of Field Engineering.
the support of FTU's sport teams,
year's tuition has been. presented to
"It is requested that first
including basketball and wrestling,
FTU by the Honeywell Corporation preference for the scholarship be
but will also be attending sports club
to aid a minority student on given to individuals referred by the
events.
campus.
Pinellas County School System."
Students interested in the pep
The Field Engineering Division said Butler. The west coast county
band are requested to contact Dr.
of Honeywell Information Systems was selected because of Butler's
Leonidas Sarakatsannis in the music
By Fran Elliott
donor of the award also may continuing participation in adult
department in the Village Center.
provide part-time empioyment for and .high . s.c.hool vocational
The battle of the sexes is an old theme with a new twist in "The Owl the selected student and is education actJV1tJes there.
and the Pussycat" by Bill Manhoff, playing during November at
considering a full-tim~ position
"If a candidate from Pinellas
· Sebastian's Dinner Theatre. For in this two-character play the "she" is upon completion of his course of who is acceptable to the university
plainly enough a prost~tute and the "he" is an aspiring writer. The play is study if the recipient majors · in cannot be found," Butler said, "the
quite a verbal battle (very verbal at times) between these two characters
computer science.
university is at liberty to select one
with opposing philosophies of life.
The $ 5 7 0 scholarship was of its own choosing. This could
The set for this play at Sebastian's cozy and attractive theatre is quite presented to Dean Bernard Ostle of include a minority student already
adequate, although there is not much detail present. But then there the College of Natural Sciences by enrolled who cannot continue with
Student Government will sponsor probably doesn't need to be, for even the girl in the play exclaims at one
a statewide college student primary point that she doesn't find the apartment very appealing. However, D. R. Butler, Honeywell Branch his education without outside aid."
one week prior to Florida's there is one very distracting door that refuses to open or shut on cue.
Preferential Primary March 14,
Probably the most bothersome part of the entire performance to this
1972.
viewer is the costuming. Somehow nearly every outfit doesn't seem
Pick up your "Football Kirk-off'
The undertaking, dubbed appropriate -- either in the fit or in some cases the style. One of the most
Available at both stores,
"Project 7th of March" will take attractive technicalities is the perfect choice of music serving as transition
place on that date and ultimately is during scene changes. It even sounds like a bird and a cat!
intended to be used as a · Doris W., played by a darling little girl, Perri Adair, is, it seems,
comparison with the results of the alternately believable and unbelievable. She makes a rather athletic, yet
actual primary according to Project graceful appearance and displays a lot of facial expres.5ion. She is
coordinator Bill Castellano.
particularly realistic in a long hiccup scene and a brief "getting
The project is geared to duplicate comfortable with the TV" scene. One gets a feeling she is unconsciously
the primary process on several "Barbra Streisand-ish" at times, particularly with her gestures.
university, private college and · Perri comes on extremely strong at the opening. She seems to be
community college campuses in pushing a little, but after a while it is easy to feel empathy· for Dori~ W.
Florida. "Student Government especially for the older folks in the audience when she says the line, "I feel
representing more than one--half of guilty sleeping in a double bed, while people in China are sleeping on the
the state's college students are ground." It is so well done it even justifies his joining her in the bedroom
already committed to the project," at the end of Act I.
said Castellano.
Dan Verre is funny and in character as F. Sherman from the beginning
The actual scope of campaigning to the end. It appears he greatly underplays the role of the innocent
and publicity has not been do-gooder who turns in his neighbor (the whore) to the landlord. As a
described yet because no funds matter of fact, he even looks like an owl with some of his facial
have been approved by the · SG expres.5ions. Maybe this is due to the effective uses of his eyes.
Senate.
He is particularly lovable when trying to save on Scotch by sneakily
The rationale behind the project pouring some back into the bottle and in his defense of "God's little
was explained by Castellano as creatures" when Doris W. calls him some foul names. Once or twice,
follows:
though, he does seem just a bit childish in his movement and expression.
Both Perri and Dan are at their best in Act III when planning their
(1) College students represent suicide pact and their cruel but humorous game of "who are you?" .
approximately 300,000 Florida
Earlier in the show, F. She.rman claims "his first choice was never to
citizens and yet have no viable have had her come" -- but she did and that's the crux of the story and the
political lobbying force. Through beginning of an unusual but hilarious love affair.
this activity college students will be
You may find a completely enjoyable evening on the town at
permitted to go on record regarding Sebastian's for dinner and a live show. Certainly the price is right for
the potential candidates of both students. The cute FTU couple at the next table only paid half of their full
parties.
bill by showing their ID cards. You can't beat that.
(2) Presidential aspirants might
The show is scheduled to run until the end of November, so join Doris
tend to concentrate more time and W. and F. Sherman in their play of contemporary morals and manners and
effort on the college campuses if see what you think.
they knew this major poll would be
published just before the actual
primary.
(3) By organizing political
campaigns on the various campuses,
l 00 % pure alpaca cardigan by
not only do the students tend to
gain additional insight, but perhaps
some voter apathy can be broken
down.
( 4) This activity offers the
opportunity to show the true spirit
The feeling is light; the flt lively. And Lord Jeff's pure
of Florida college students.
Alpaca renders any weather temperate. A
Working together within the
system, the coUege students of thi.£
masterful cardigan, flowing to a jacket front, ribbed
state can show all that are willing to
back,. buttoned side vents. All colors are
see that we are able to o r g a n i z e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
the season's choice. $32.50
behind sound goals and ideals.
HAVING FUN IS LIKE LIFE INSURANCE.
(5) "Project 7th of March" can be
used in conjunction with campm
THE OLDER YOU GET THE MORE IT COSTS.
voter registration drives. Only
registered voters would be
permitted to participate in the
(With the fun, you're on yow own.
project.
With the life insurance, we'll help.)
Universities or colleges presently
committed to the project include
KENNETH I. GRUSHKA & ASSOC.
both campuses of Miami-Dade,
Florida State University, University
THE STATE LIFE 1NSURANCE CO.
of South Florida, Palm Beach
3191 McGuire
Atlantic and Florida Atlantic
Ph. 843-6900
Orlando, Florjda Suite 150
University.

'Owl And Pussycat'
Are Just That

Honeywell Gives Aid Grant

SG To Host:
Primary Set
For Students

Lord Jeff
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"AWESOME THUNDER" put on a two hour
open-air performance on the VC green Wednesday

afternoon. Pictured here are John Davis, lead guitar
and Eric Austin, drummer.
I

Construction

Library Hours

(continued from page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

The Senate unanimously passed a
resolution to extend library hours at
its October 21 meeting. The
resolution, submitted by Senator
Jim Brooks, suggested that the
extension was necessary due to
increased tuition the emphasis on
commuter students, inadequate
study facilities an(\{ crowded Library
facilities.
U
Walker stated that increased hours
• •
and addition of student assistants
would be _the major change ~ue to
the extension of hours. "The library
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1u111111m1u11111111111111111111111111111 lik
th
·'
e many o ers areas on campus, JS
seriously understaffed, but we will
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111un111111111111 be able to increase the weekly hours
Government meteorologist wants of some student assistants and
Christmas Vacation home. W!ll possibly hire more " said Walker
swap 4 bedroom, 3 bath home m
.
'
. '
McLean, Virginia (near Washington, The hbrary currently has a full-tune
D. C.) for home in Orlando area staff of 32 and a part-time staff of 55
during Christmas holidays. Phone student assistants working from
collect (305) 262-3903.
10-15 hours per week.
Artists! Craftsmen! Prepare your
"We are pleased to have the funds
creations now for Bazaar and Art to extend the hours because we have
Auction, Village Center, Nov. 30 recognized the need for a long time.
and Dec. 1. Deadline Nov. 29. If the students do not utilize the
Create!
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m111 extra hours, we will probably go
back to the old way," said Walker.
"Most of the students who signed
11111!11111111111111111111n111111!111111111m1111111111111111111111111111111111111!111111n the
petition were apprehensive
Eight beautiful acrey.four miles
.
. .
from FTU--overl ooking lake because they had signed petitions
831-294 7.
· before that had no effect," said
Erickson. "But this entirely
2-bedroom house in Sun Haven, student-oriented move has been
f
di
d
North 15-A. Call Peggy Smith after
5 p.m. at 2 75.0 71 i.
success 'ul because it was ·recte
through channels the university
Apartment-sized refrigerator ( 1112 would like to see."
Erickson said that he began the
cu. ft.)--Coldspot, $40; Cargo trailer
$50; men's golf shoes, size 9C, $10;
" h
golf bag (new) $ 25 . men's clothing extension campaign because t ere
' is not adequate place on campus to
size 39-40. Phone 6Jl-l 768.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 accommodate students who want to
0
study later than 10 p.m. at night and
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 all buildings close at 10 p.m.
For Sale: 1966 Pontiac GTO, one
Library personnel have been
owner, excellent c~ndition, 8-tr~ck headcounting student use of the
stereo, AM-FM radio, new red-nng 1.b
.
.
.
tires. Call 83~0036.
.I rary every hour smce its openmg
m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 m October 1968. Library use has
~ore th~ doubled in nearly every
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 t1z;.~o~s1n~e ~968. h
"
th
We need 10 girls full or part-time. .
. eavies use our ior
e
Will train. Call 277-3468, Monday library is between 10 and 11 a.m.
through Wednesday between 9 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
and noon OR . call 647-6111 Average10a.m.figuresin1968were
between 1 and 4 p.m.
·
Completion of the Humanities
Building is scheduled for 1974,
according to James F. Schroeder,
university physical planning
consultant.
Further building on campus is
only in the program approval stage at
present.

F Tu re

Classifieds
w a nt ed

f 0 r Sa Ie

au t s

heIp•want ed

St. Joseph's Child Day Care Center
now accepting applications for an
Educational Specialist, Teacher,
Teacher's Aide, Bookkeeper-Typist,
Receptionist-Typist, Cook, Cook's
Aide, and Janitor. Applications
may be picked up Saturday,
November 20, between 1 and 4
p.m. ·at St. Joseph's Catholic
Church on Route 50.

112 students as compared to present
figures of 312.
According to library statistics,
lowest student usage occurs during
the later evening hours and on
Sunday afternoons and evenings.
~---.....-..---------------..,.

Registration
_

(Continued from Page 1)

Registration started about 40.
minutes later Wednesday morning
due to another computer failure, but
by noon appointment times were
running about 15 minutes behind
and by 1 p.m. appointments were on
schedule.
There were some areas of
congestion, but they were riot
severe. The largest crowd was usually
the one at the library entrance where
students waited for their times to be
called. At peak delay periods there
were at least 100 students waiting.
Once inside the door, most
especially after a computer failure,
lines formed at the first schedule
check station and at the computer
terminals, but these lines were not as
long as they have been during
previous quarters.
Crowds of persons were not
confined only to the preregistration
area. Voter registration sponsored
by Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
drew good-sized lines Tuesday and
Wednesday. Voter registration was
held almost directly under the
stairway' which itself became
another source of congestion.

Professional Functions - Social
Activities. -· Tours - And Much
Get All the information
More.
now for RUSH WEEK in January

for rent

Office - GCB 420A

Furnished 2-bedroom trailer. Off
East Highway 50 on Lone Palm
Road. Phone 277-5276 or
275-8959.
Unfurnished 2-bedroom duplexes.
Fully carpeted and draped. 4 miles
from FTU in Oviedo. $150 per
month. For rental information, call
365-3721.

Final Exam Schedule
Fall Quarter, 1971
December 7-10

Classes Which First Meet
During the Week at

Final Examination Period

8 a.m. Monday
9 a.m. Monday
10 a.m. Monday
11 a.m. Monday
12 noon Monday
1 p.m. Monday
2 p.m. Monday
3 p.m. Monday
4 p.m. Monday
5 p.m. Monday

8- 9:45 a.m., Tues., Dec. 7
8- 9:45 a.m., Thurs., Dec. 9
10-11:45 a.m., Wed., Dec. 8
10-11:45 a.m., Fri., Dec.10
12- 1:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 7
12- 1: 45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 9
2- 3:45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 8
2- 3:45 p.m., Fri., Dec. 10
4- 5:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 7
4- 5:45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 9

8 a.m. Tuesday
9 a.m. Tuesday
10 a.m. Tuesday
12 noon Tuesday
1 p.m. Tuesday
2 p.m. Tuesday
3 p.m. Tuesday
4 p.m. Tuesday
5 p.m. Tuesday

8- 9:45 a.m., Wed., Dec. 8
8- 9:45 a.m., Fri., Dec. 10
10-11:45 a.m., Tues., Dec. 7
12- 1: 45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 8
12- 1:45 p.m., Fri., Dec.10
2- 3:45 p.m., Tues., Dec. 7
2- 3:45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 9
4- 5:45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 8
4- 5:45 p.m., Fri., Dec.10

,r Prr:tr

GOLDEN TRIANGLE SHOPPING CENTER.
MT. DORA
WINTER PARK MALL
SANFORD PLAZA
ORANGE BLOSSOM CENTER
PARKWOOD PLAZA

9P.M.

Now Look
Fashion HeadQuarters

" The Professional Fraternfty "

THE .M AN

JESUS

WHAT DID HE TEACH?

'"""'"' ""P";'r'S'OniT"'"""'"'1

A Discussion
Dorm C Lounge IOPM
Each Tuesday Night

IHllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

Happy 25th Birthday, Mom! 7 days
at the beach - GRIN

L~~~:e

------------------------------------------------------~

1111• · ·

DELTA SIGMA Pl
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In the interest of keeping
adequate control over and an
inventory of "huge sums of
operating capital outlay" of Student
Governmen~funded clubs and
organizations, the Senate passed an
emergency addendum to the SG law
governing the allocation of Student
Government funds in these groups
last week.
''In many cases," said SG
President Frank San try, "capital
outlay numbering in the thousands
of dollars has been invested by clubs
in machinery or equipment which no
one is able to locate now."
Under this new addendum, in
order for organizations to receive
funds from Student Government the
president or chief executive of the
club involved must submit a written
statement to SG claiming
"responsibility for all property held
under the name of this organization
and shall be accountable for the
inventory thereof."
Further, the student body
president will designate a committee
of "not less than three senators to
inspect the inventory of all clubs an
organizations receiving capital
outlay from the Student
Government clubs and organizations
account at least once per calendar
year."
Al though several senators
disqualified themselves from voting
on the measure and others abstained,
the bill passed apparently on
Santry's recommendation.

Student · eager to get a preview of
s,
closed classes from the screens set up
near the stairs, lined the landing, r------------------~---~-----~--1
sometimes making it difficult for
sltubdbents to use ~ht e staakirs. Tfhe libt.r~ryt
c ··
o y was at is pe
o ac 1vi y
between classes, with traffic clogging
the north entrance and entrance and
exitcorriders
·
·

Rush With Us

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

oriented club under the academic
department with which it is most
closely aswciated.
( 3.) Divide the clubs and
organizations portion of the Student
Government budget into the same
two divisions: academic and
nonacademic.
(4.) Place a ceiling on the
·academic portion of this budget
based on a percentage of the funds
available.
(5.) Place a ceiling on the amount
each club can be funded based on a
percentage of the funds as set in item
4.
(6.) Match no more than a
two-to-one ratio of funds obtained
through the departrr.~- .. ~o Student
Government funds. In addition,
match by no more than a one-to-one
ratio funds raised by a club to
Student Government funds.
(7.) Every two years, all clubs will
be reviewed and possibly placed
under another department or
category based on their past
activities.
Such academically oriented clubs
andorganizationsinclude,according
to Santry, the Biology Club,
Broadcasting Club, Chemistry Club,
Industrial Engineering Club,
Orpheus, Mechanical Engineering
and Aerospace Sciences
Organization, Physics Society and
others.
The program would, under items,
allow such organizations that cannot
obtain funds from their respective
depart~~nts to appeal directly_ to SG
after ra1sm~ some fu~ds on th err own
and to receive matchmg funds.

Inventory Proble01S
Spur Senate Action
On Law Addendum

s

onsored By~Universit

Christian Students

LEVI'S

r

BLUE
DENIM

BELLS

--·

free immediate alterations
.;At -

l---She wants hers frorn. ·u 1s. . _.J

SPECIAL EDITION
. . . . . . . . . . . . ...,.~.11111111.IOH
We Live in the Present
By the Past, but
for the . ..

_N_o_v_e_m_b_er_l9.....,,_1_9_11_ _ _ _ PHOTO SUPPLEMENT _ _ _ _P_a""ge.:.-;..7_

MODEL SENATE

. ,>

-
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r
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THE GENERAL ~ion of the U.S. Senate was
copied closely by the Model Senate held at Stetson

University last week. College students from all over
the country were represented and each of them
portrayed an actual member of the U.S. Senate.

GOVERNOR REUBIN Askew urges student senators to register to
vote and "work within the governmental system" in a speech during the
four-day Model Senate program.

SENATORS LAWTON Chiles (left), portrayed by Bill Castellano, and
Ed Gurney, portrayed by Robert Seidl, animatedly discuss the
appointment of a Supreme Court nominee from Florida. Both
Castellano and Seidl were part of the six-member delegation from FTU.

THE AWESOME responsibility of legislating for the country is
captured in the pensive pose of Senator Edward Gurney as portrayed
by FTU political science major Robert Seidl

Photos By: Chuck Seithel
Ike. Spinos
Ed-Burton
Jon Findell
FTU DELEGATE Martha Swann, portraying
Senator William Fullbright, D-Ark., gets into the true
spirit of the real U.S. Senate by t.aking part in a

heated debate with other senators. All were members
of the important Foreign Relations Committee.
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Shakespeare Was Here,
Signed Milton Dickson

A PORTL Y beared gentleman, the epitomy of a Shakesperean actor,
arrived at FTU Tuesday and captivated a large audience with his witty and
artful oral enterpretations of many of the Bard's best comedies.
Milton Dickson, founder of the South Carolina Theatre Company
performed excerps from "As You Like It," "Much Ado About Nothing,"
"The Merchant of Venice" and many other comedies.
7
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The Last Word In

i ...

CAMPUS GLANCES

A CASUAL Glance at Milton Dickson performing excerps from
Shakespeare's comedies reveals slightly more than a good show.
Dickson himself confe~d that the wind was a problem.

A WISTFUL Glance ·at love and courtship is artfully
captured in the photo taken near the reflecting pool

A Glance at work and play on campus. Work
symbolized by the sharply focused books in the
foreground -seems to beckon loudly while the
softly-blurred play is more like a memory.

PRE'ITY GIRLS relaxing for a few moments may
draw more than a passing Glance from male pas.wrsby.

A SOLITARY Glance at campus life focuses on the contrasting beauty
of things natural and manmade.

November 19, 1971
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The Eta Kappa colony of Zeta
Tau Alpha Sorority will be formally
initiated and installed during the
weekend of December 10-12.
National and local Zeta alumnae
officers are now making plans to
attend the function, which will
include initiation ceremonies,
installation of officers and the
chapter, a banquet dinner honoring
the new chapter and a formal
presentation of the chapter. Field
advisor Jean Hannah will visit the
FTU Zetas next week to finish
preparations for initiation and will
also be present at the ceremonies.
The Zetas have been cataloging
records for WFTU-Radio for the past
three weeks and will join forces again
tomorrow to finish the job.
Zeta sisters acted as hostesses for
Orlando General Hospital's annual
ball earlier in the month. Sisters
entertained members of Her
Majesty's Royal Air Force who were
in Orlando for the annual bombing
trials.
Another service project for the
community will occur January 15
when · the Zetas will serve as ushers
for the Central Florida Civic
Association's presentation of Jose
Greco at the Municipal Auditorium.

·~
i.

Q
at 4 p.m. at the A'l'O house.
Following the social there will be a
dance, again at the house, starting at
8 p.m. with "Gun" supplying the
music.
Tomorrow night there will be a
little sister party at Le Bonnie Vie
clubhouse on Conway Road. The
party starts at 8: 30 p.m. and all
prospective little sisters are invited.
Annual pictures will be taken at
7:30 p.m. Monday at the house.
Dress will be shirt and tie.
All the ATO's hopes of a repeat
win are resting on the shoulders of
Marc Stockwell and Judy Moore.
They are the ATO representatives in
the Mr. and Miss Elf contest. Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry McGratty won the contest
last year and are defending
champions.

SORORITY MEMBERS and prospective rushees
got together for conversation and fun at Wednesday's
Panhellenic Coffee for girls interested in sororities.
Attending (left to right) were Linda Talgrone, Zeta

Tau Alpha; Susan Autrey, Ties; Sheila Wright; Carla
Townsend; Rhonda Clark; Donna Dash, Delta Delta
Delta; Pasty Hume and Brenda Bailey, Sororas. The
Instead of a business meeting this
four girls not mentioned as sorority members are
week, Tyes met at Foxcroft for a
prospective rushees.
work party. The project was making
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t i e s for AKPi Fraternity. An
them back to them. The items brothers in true TKE tradition.
maneuvenng.
assembly line was set up, with some
ranged from guitars and jerseys to
Final statistics have been
Thebrothershavestartedworking girlscuttingoutthepattems,others
plaques and golf gloves.
tabulated from the past Intramural on a community project called sewing the pattern pieces together
Parent's Day, which was held on football season. Don Jacobs led all "Youth Projects." They will work on sewing machines and the rest
Sunday, proved to be a big success, scords with 38 points; Eddie Barkes with underprivileged children, turning the ties right.side out and
with many parents visiting with the was a close second with 31 points.
organizing sportS and work activities hand-stitching them. All in all, it was
brothers, pledges and little sisters.
TKE I is keeping up its winning for them.
a very profitable evening.
Finally, last Tuesday night, the tradition, defeating PAE last
Phi Alpha's volleyball endeavors
Tyes football team has been
dean of men visited the house to Thursday and SSX Monday. They proved successful as the "E's" practicing and trying to get back in
speak to the brothers and pledges are still undefeated and on their way wrapped up victories over Pikes and shape for football season. The team
about his role in the fraternity to a second Greek volleyball LXA.
looks pretty good thanks to the
system at FTU.
championship in a row.
This week also brought the expert (?) guidance of Coach
The brothers of Sigma Chi have a
Upcoming events of this weekend
TKE II also has kept its great celebration of Gary Timinski's D' Amato. Everyone is looking
busy weekend planned. Activities include a social with Tri-Delta which tradition. Last Thursday it dropped birthday. After the meeting Monday forward to a winning season this
will include a carwash,asocialanda will be held today from 4:30 to 6:30 a game to SSXand this past Monday, night, brothers and pledges year. lO-lO-lO.
Thanksgiving dinner for the Tom p.m.
won, using their best strategy, the proceeded to Mark Thornton's
To cap this busy week there is a
Skinner Home.
forfeit.
woods to celebrate in a traditional social with ATO this afternoon. It is
The fall pledge class will have a car
Phi Alpha manner.
being held at the ATO house.
wash tomorrow at the Texaco
The Phi Alpha Epsilon pledge
The beach party planned for
station on East SR 50, next to Sears.
class will play the ATO pledge class tomorrow night has been cancelled.
The time is 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., and the
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
A professional function was held this Sunday afternoon for a keg. The Another date social will probably be
cost is$1.
congratulates its pledges for the last Saturday consisting of a tour to pledge class will ·also be holding a car held at the beginning of winter
Tomorrow night there will be a excellent efforts they have made
wash next Friday at the BP station quarter.
party in the woods behind the house. during "help week" to make it a Busch Gardens in Tampa and a on the corner of SR 436 and Howell
There will be a big campfire to keep success. Tonight is activities night cookout upon return to Orlando. Branch Road.
everyone warm and refreshments to and the pledges may anticipate a Approximately 35 brothers, guests,
members of the faculty and one
keep everyone happy.
number of interesting hours. The fall
Sunday the brothers and little pledge class will be initiated professional "goat handler"
attended.
sisters will prepare Thanksgiving Saturday, Nov. 20.
XBA night and opportunity party
dinner for the children at the
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Basketball practice . has begun.
The brothers of Te-Phi are proud
will
be held to night. Alumni,
Skinner Home. Dinner will include Interested brothers may contact
sponsored
voter registration
brothers and pledges will attend this to announce the names of their new Tuesday and Wednesday with a
two turkeys, a ham, potato salad, Dave Taylor for the schedule.
little
sisters.
They
are
Anita
Lorenz,
rather unique happening.
vegetables and desert. The Skinner
publicity campaign that included
Plans for the Christmas party on Becky Thigpen, Sandy Atkinson, pictures and articles in the Sentinel.
Home cares for children from
Paula
Munroe
and
Landy
Watson.
December 11 are presently
On Tuesday 344 students registered
broken homes.
underway. The crowning of the Rose Friday, Dec. 9, at 8: 30 p.m., the new and lines were long on Wednesday.
little
sisters
will
hold
their
initiation
This past week and coming Queen will also be held at this
Lambda Chis wish to express their
weekend are designated as "Help function. Brothers are requested to ceremony, with a party afterwards. thanks to supervisor of elections
All
activities
will
be
held
at
the
Week" for Tau Kappa Epsilon select their candidates for the Rose
Dixie Barber for her cooperation
Fraternity, winding up the Queen and give them to Howard Regency Apartments and the dress which ended in a successful voter
be
semiformal.
will
The past week saw Kappa Sigma pledgeship of this fall's pledge class. Hickok as soon as possible.
At the Sunday business meeting, registration campaign.
involved in many worthwhile This is the last opportunity the new
The brothers would like to extend
Twenty-three new Lambda Chi
the
brothers will hold nominations
activities.
brothers have to show their merit. best wishes to brother Erick Gamble
brothers
will be initiated tonight,
On Thursday, the brothers and They will be initiated this weekend. and Becky Ruland, and to brother for offices for fall and winter making LXA one of the largest
quarters.
The
voting
will
take
place
little sisters hosted Dean of Women Congratulations to the new men of Duane Williams and Jackie Green on
at the November 28 meeting, along fraternities on campus. The
their upcoming marriages.
Carol Wilson for a coffee at the Tau Kappa Epsilon.
53-member-strong fraternity was
with voting on the pledges.
This . past Saturday ~ight,
house. Last Saturday night the
able to field three volleyball teams.
The
pledges
will
hold
their
pledge
hidden talents of many of the brothers, pledges and guests en1oyed
An LXA national consultant
party December 4 and the brothers
brothers and pledges were uncovered a party at the Summitt Apartments.
spent this week with the brothers,
have
set
the
pledge's
hell
night
for
in the fraternity talent show. The Tomorrow night at 8, the brothers
helping to finalize the charter
December5.
little sisters also showed their talents will have another party at the
banquet plans.
The Phi Alpha Epsilons recently
by "borrowing" several items from Summitt. This will provide an
•fu_e_b_r_o_th_e_rs_an_d_t_~_n_a_u_c_u_o_rn_·n_g_o_w_o_rt_un_i_ty_t_o_w_e_1_oo_m_e_in_fu_e_n_ew~
· g~ tog~h~ ~ fue ~ A~ma
Recreation Room for a party.
Brother Joe Cam received the E.H.A.
This afternoon there is a "Tea and
award for his display of automotive Crumpets" social with Tyes sorority

mti~

DRUG CONFERENCE

Sunday Nov. 21

Rf!gistration at noon

CAR RALLY
Begins at COLONIAL LANES Bowling Alley
parking lot
Sportswear Custom Designing and Accessories
114-A Park Ave. South ·in Greenda Court
Winter Park, Florida phone 647-8707

TROPHIES and PIAOUES aumded
Sponsored by FTU CIVIT AN

U. S. Congressman Lou Frey Jr.,
will join with education students and
area health specialists in a two-day
conference on drug education
techniques being hosted by FTU
yesterday and today.
Dr. Charles M. Unkovic, chairman
of sociology, will speak to the
conference at the Ramada Inn East
today on the use of
"Socio-Dram a--A Sophisticated
Classroom Technique."

-Pase 12
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Puppeteers Tour College
It began when Mark Shobin, a
University of Maryland senior,
sponsored the appearance at his
school of the touring Blackbird
Theatre from - Portland, Maine.
Joining the. group after his
graduation, Mark toured with the
· puppet theatre in a four-month trek
that took hiril across the country to
San Francisco and eastward again to
Ohio, where the 10 members ofthe
Blackbird Theatre scattered.
But with the end of the Blackbirds
came the beginning of the
Goodwea.ther Puppeteers, the
pairing of Mark Shobin and Becky
Schurman. That was 1ast spring.
Since then, they have wandered
from city to city, campus to campus,
teaching Knoxville chil~n how to
make puppets, and living up to the
"Goodweather" in their name by
performing with modest props under
·
tu
a clear, sunny sky to an 1mpromp
audience sunning itself on the grass.
Monday they delighted a
gathering on the south side of the
Village Center, not with puppets but
with a band-powered Cranky Movie

By Weber Ivy and Beth Weilenman
Show featuring "King Midas or the . was ably portrayed by Becky. Of
Birds of Plenty" and "Chicken Little course, they were evicted by the
or the Story of the World."
Boss after eating the fateful fruit and
Accompanied by ~ky. on pushed out into the ''.real
drums, kazoo and plastic whJStle, world"without benefit of a Social
includingvocalsbyLinge~,theirdog, Securitynumber.
Mark nanated stories using a scroll
She and Mark wrote their version
within a frame to illustrate them and of the stories, and they hl!ve several
a trumpet to accent his story.
more in the works.
·
The stories were altered a bit from
"We're limited right now because
the originals t.old to grade~hool there are only two of us," she said,
children, but there were no heavy adding that they will spend about
p~itical overtones. Bec~y explai~ed four months on the West Coast
that based on bertheatncal training, to recruit two or three more people
m~y- of the P,?litical plays she had duringtheirCalifomia~y.
seen, especially the women's
The Puppeteers usually play
liberation plays, were "speeches - college campuses because they are
they're not theatre."
the easiest places to get a chance t.o
The first Cranky Movie, an perform. After tourning campuses,
interes~ng variation of the classic the two said they noted a paranoia
tale of MJdas, climaxed when Midas' steadily grow~g~ esp~ially on the
remote . control battery-powered part of the admmIStrat1ons,
..
finger on wheels went berserk and
"We're always asked how radical
gild
· or h ow o b scene 1't_IS.
·
. ed . everyth'mg ·m th e k.mgd om, our maten"al IS,
mcluding Midas. ·
.
Of course the most conservative
"Chicken Little" turned out to be colleges are harder." However, the
a droll Adam who developed a two have even found difficulty in
falling-sky complex when an apple California, which ~sually has a
fell on his head in the garden. Eve reputation for freer regulations.

Ca~puses

Mark and Becky have an engaging
talent for poking fun at themselves.
At one point in their version of the
Midas muff, the royal gold fiend was
advised: "Maybe we could send
troupes of stupid puppeteers
throughout the kingdom to perform
on college campuses."
Midas snapped, "There's no
money in that! Get lost!"
Indeed, there is never an
admission charge at a Goodweatber
Puppeteer performance; either the

Opera 'Superstar'
Set For Muni Aud

f

-

First Rec1ta O Season Presente

·•O#H~•H:

•
•
•••

~

T UeSd8 Y, NOV. 23

"S
rstar" comes to Orlando's
Muni~f;al Auditorium Tuesday,
resented by the Original American
PT . g Co
ny
ounn
The rockmpa
opera· based on the last
da s of Jesus Christ will be at 8 p m
~
t rf, rms in concert th~
ebcasAn~e; Lloyd Webber and
o~era . Y The art of Jesus is la ed
~; ~~~iy .lames, whor: ~he
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111• Milwaukee Journal called "a fine
i
.
. /
5 natural baratone capable both of
:great tenderne~ and dramatic
:
•boldness." Directors of the
•
: Company have added sections and
5
By David Boelzner
5rearranged songs, and have added the
:
: character the Virgin Mary, played by
5
: Bobbi Jaison.
:
The music department presented its first 1971-72 from "VEnfant Prodigal" by Debussy. She also 5 "An exciting, emotional event.
5 Student Recital featuring various student displayed a very effective and pow!rful high : The crowd...stood and cheered
5until the cast repeated the title song
: instrumentalists and vocalists Monday night in the register.
5 Engineering Auditorium.
Clarinetist Randy Woods, performed the Sonata : as an encore," said Don Lewis of the
:
Penny Foshee began the program with the first of in C Minor by the Baroque composer George 5 Milwaukee Journal.
• three Beethoven piano sonatas of the evening, the Telemann, displaying good technique and control. •
5 always-popular Opus 2, No. 1. Jackie Mertens, a
Karen Warschauer then delivered a rather 5 Reviews of the musical bavef
:
th
" ll
d "th t
Itali
meditative, though deliberate interpretation of • highly commended the portrayal 0
: mezzo-soprano,
en io owe WI
wo
an
••• the mai·or characters, Judas Iscariot,
songs, "Love's Bond to .Sever" and "Vergin, Tutto Beethoven's "Tempest" Sonata, first movement.
5 Amor."
Linda Scholosser gave an expressive rendition of a 5Pilate, Herod and Mary Magdalene.
5 Teresa Johnson, another me-Lzo-soprano whose Mozart aria and the elaborate "Tacea is notte 5 Controversy over "Superstar" is
5 voice has very good resonance, sang two songs by placida" from Verdi's "II Trovatore."
5 not only about the religious subject,
: the French Composer Ernest Chausson, "Le
Flutist Linda Hypes concluded the program : but also because there is some
: Chearme," which was indeed charming, and "Les beautifully with Howard Hanson's "Serenade." This : question as to whether any public
: Papillons" in which the piano accompaniment moving and technically different piece accented the 5 performance of any of the
: illustrated the butterflies.
soloists' high register with a long series of runs : Webber-Rice songs is legal. The
:
Judy Dodd then performed the second climaxing in high, plaintive, sustained notes : opera is also the first rock opera to
: Beethoven sonata of the evening, Opus 31, No. 2 in releasing on a descending scale, all . played i be taken really seriously by critics
: G Major. The pianist combined good techniques and unfalteringly by the soloist.
: and audience alike.
5 control , with a mature musical interpretation to 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 : Tickets are $4.50 and $5.50.
: yield a very effective performance.
:
:
Dolores Bruns followed with two German songs, :
5 one by Schubert and the other by Richard Strauss, i~
• both of which accentuated her.clear high register.
•
5 Joy Sadler, another soprano with a very warm
: and vibrant voice, sang the moving "Lia's Aria" :

:

audience is asked for donations or
the play is sponsored, in this case by
the Village Center.
The Puppeteers complimented
the Village Center for its friendliness
and cooperation and said that
happiness for them, was performing
free of charge here and at other
campuses, wherever they find a
warm day and penons ready to laugh
and have fun.
The Goodweather Puppeteers will
be in Tampa and will return to
Orlando to play at Rollins.

·Cheaper =· : ·
•
. in the long run.:
Gas Will never cost you
much. (You 'II get up to
27. miles to the eallon.)
And the amount of oil
you use is ·like a drop in
the bucket.
(It only
takes 2. 7 quarts and
almost never needs more .
between changes.)
And the engine is
air-cooled, so you don't
have to spend a red cent
for anti-freeze or rust
inhibitors.
And you get more than
your money's worth out
of a set of tires.
··
But don't think buying
a new Volkswagen is just
another
get-rich-quick
scheme.
You have to wait until
the second set of tires
wearsoul

d .

-

.

-

§

:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:

VISIT

~

•

..•
••

••
••

•
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LOUIS

., .........................

; VOLKSWAGEN

.

TRY US ONCE
YOU.'L-L COME . BACK- FOR MORE

SECOND VERSE

. FOR A REAL TREAT

IN

SHOPPIN·G

LARGE S~LECTION OF SMALLER SIZES
FASHIONS GENTLY WORN.
407 W. FAIRBANKS

Union Park Texaco
10531 E. Colonial 0Five
(front of Winn Dixie)
Service Calls, Brake work,
Tune-up, Pre-inspection

Ph. 273-1787

&am • llpm

Lube/oil change w/filter, fron.t wheel bearin2s
·
packed just $7 .55 & Tax.

___ /
JILLY'S CLOTHES lREE ~//
...

Jilly's has He . & She .
low-rise jeans in cords and ·
denims in all the la test colors.
CAN YOU DIG IT?
Sanford Plaza, S~nford
Seminole _pJa·~a, Casselberry

/

IT'S

YO~R

KlND··aFR~DlO ... .
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.
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GRAPPLERS TAKE TROPHIES-Taking time out from
their busy practice schedule t.o pose with the trophies won
at the AA U sponsored Fort Myers Invitational Meet is the
FTU Wrestling Team.
Bottom row: (left to right), Assistant Coach John Ellis,

Joe Gicobbe, Paul Allard, Walter Wilce, Pete Leclaire, Pd
Murphy, Elio Junco, James Nickson, Dale Olson and team
coach Gerry Gergley.
Second row: (left to right), Kevin King, Karl Lorenz,
John Rouse, Charlie Patt.on, Fred Maust, Tommy Denton,

Dominic Mandicott and Carl Grosskurth.
Back row: (left to right), Curt Sucher, Bill James, Steve
Gray, Ron Hurst, Don Risteen, Bruce Carr and Bill
Hoffman. (Photo by Jon Findell)

5 Wrestlers Take 1st Honors
Sigina Delta Psi Tests
To Be Given Todav•
Ability tests 'will be given this
afternoon between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.
to individuals wishing to qualify for
Sigma Delta Psi, the society
established to promote the physical,
mental and moral development of
college men.
By satisfying the 15-item battery
of athletic tests, an individual then
qualifies for membership. The
following events may be attained:

Murphy Named
'Most Outstanding'

Shot put .................... 30 ft. minimal
Baseball throw ......... 250 ft. minimal
Football punt .......... 120 ft. minimal
Front handspring .......... Completion
100-yard swim ............. 1minute,45
seconds minimal
For further details on this
fraternity, students are asked to
refer to the FTU Intramural
Handbook or call the Intramural
office at extension 2408.

Five members of the FTU Wrestling Team won first place positions in
their weight classes last Saturday at the Fort Myers AA U Invitational
Tournament held in the Fort.Myers YMCA.
Those wrestlers winning trophies - - - - - - - - - - - - for their first place achievements Georgia to compete first on
were: Walter Wilce in the 129 December 1 with Georgia Tech in
pound class, Paul Allard in the 1 22 Atlant.a, then to the University of
Georgia at Athens on the 2nd, and
pound class, ~lio Junco in the 141 finally the University of Tennessee
pouund division, Dale Olson in the at Chattanooga on December 3.
158 pound class and Pat Murphy, tllllDBIJll:tCm• • • • • • l l l
who wrestled in the 135 pound
class.
.u;;;:t.
Murphy was also awarded another
~ .,,
trophy for being picked the most
outstanding wrestler by judges and
officials present at the meet.
., Competing against Murphy for this
title was Tim Sillmon, an ex-Miami
OUTSTA DING-Pat Dade wrestler who is now with the

SiFORIS

MOST

CUSTOM CLEANIN G AND

Tailoring and
Dressmaking
done on premises ...
FINISHING
by expert

ALOMA . AT 436

WINTER PARK.

NEWS

~f~~~~ :i~h~h~:~ i{y~~d~:e:°~ u~;:::n;f :am~estling
being the most outstanding wrestler
present. Pictured above with
Wrestling Coach Gerry Gergley,.
Murphy displays his trophies for
outstanding wrestler and for taking
first place in his 135-pound weight
class.
~J ~- .

..••••••••••••••••••••••••••l'I ff>':...=.._~.Hll
1

Take it-out
or eat with usl

?ne--.

·oELI

HOUS E

OEL.ICAT&SSE N •SANOWICl-4 SMCI>

featuring

HOMEMADE

· SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS

hot cuban .........75
hot pastrami ...... ,70
corned beef ........70
Bar·B-Oue
beef or pork .....•65
ham .••••.••.••..•60
ham & cheese •••...•6fi

SEMORAN VILLAGE
ALOMA AT 436

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

671-3181
10 AM· 8 PM
New Owners- Dana and Mike Winn

SAIJCER
Informal Contemporary
Dinnerware and
Table Accessories
CHINA

STAINLESS

Denby
Arzberg

Lauffer
Gense
Georg Jensen
Gerber

Block
Vi llcroy & Boch
Mikasa
Rorstrand
I ran Mountain
Mancioli
Ernestine
Arabia

GLASSWARE
littala
Milnor

Courac
Centrum

Two locations in Winter Park :

THE PRADO
333 Park Avenue North
647-0969

SEMORAN VILLAGE
Hwy. 436 and Aloma Ave.

Coach
Gerry Gergley each wrestler t(r~=~~~~$;;:r;t;m;~
grappler wrestlel as little as two
matches and as many as seven
TQe following chart shows how
depending on the number of FTU placed:
contestants per match.
WEIGHT
There were a total of 175 total NAME
CLASS
PLACED
entries at the meet, representing
state powerhouse schools such as Paul Allard
122
1st
2nd
the University of Tampa, Florida ....Joe Gicobbe 122
State University, Miami-Dade North Walter Wilce 129
1st
and Miami-Dade South.
Pat Murphy 135
1st
In the upcoming days the FTU Elio Junco
141
1st
wrestling knights will travel to Pete Leclaire 148
2nd
Dale Olson
158
1st
JOIN All THE GOOD
Jim Nickson 158
2nd
SPORTS AT DEL ROSSO'$
Fred Maust
158
3rd
Charlie Patton 188
3rd
John Rouse Heavy-wt 3rd

~port~man'$
Hwy. l7-92

CASSELllEllR~

T~ttT,831-0077
PH.I.JU

Tournament Open
To Ping Pong Buffs
..,All .fTU students who think they
may be the area's champion in table
tennis will have the chance to prove
themselves at the Greater Oviedo
Recreational Winter Table Tennis
Tournament.
The entry deadline for this
tournament will be Wednesday, '
Dec. 1. All interested students
are asked to stop by the main desk at
the Village Center or Dr. James
Brophy's office at EN 235.

-- ~ ~~~-- -- - --~ ~~~~~~~~....,,,.,,,~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Suppose They Held
A Basketball GaIDe ....
ZETTIE McCRIMON

That's right. Suppose FTU held a
basketball game and no one came.
Suppose the men who donated
countless hours of practice and
sweat had to play before empty
bleachers. When crowds of people
come to watch a basketball game
they involuntarily bring a driving
force that worked directly on the
basketball players as soon as
spectators enter the gym.
The FTU Basketball Knights will

be looking forward to this force on
November 30 when they take on
McDill Air Force Base in their first
game of the season.
The game will be held in the Lake
Highland Gym (formerly the
College of Orlando) and will start at
8 p.m. that Tuesday.
FTU's top seven players against
McDill will be Don Mathis, Mike
Clark, Zettie McCrimon, Eddie
:~i~d ~~~h~owie, Willie Gibson,
Mathis, who played for FTU last
year, is a 6'4,,, 220 pound
center-guard. Orlando's Mike Clark
will play guard for FTU. The 6',
170 pound junior was leading
scorer for FTU last year.Zettie
McCrimon played basketball for
Valencia Community College last

.faille

According to Head Coach Gene
Clark, McDill has always been a
strong contender, stressing the
point that Air Force teams can vary
from · good to bad or vice versa as
the·season progresses.
Many months have passed since
FTU began their nightly two-hour
practice . sessions at the Lake

I

•••

that of after all the hours of
practice put in by these guys and
then see a half filled grandstand of
people." Clark challenges all
fraternities to divise any means
possible to get members and
pledges to attend.
According to Clark, FTU's side of
Lake Highland's gym has a seating

Afld N Q One c am.e

I

.....,------------------------~
Highland Gym. Judging from capacity of 2000 or approximately
individual player improvements and one-third of the university's
with scrimmage game with area enrollment. He wants to see these
junior colleges, Clark feels that seats filled with encouragement. In
FTU is ready to begin playing return he promises one of the
basketball. Some of the top-ten fastest, most exciting games in
basketball teams in the U.S.
FTU's history.
Clark wants to see the bleachers
Students will be admitted ·rree
packed with screaming cheering upon presentation of their l.D.
students, faculty, and staff card. Adults will be charged $1.50
members. "Its discouraging to ~hink at the door.

SFORIS Soccer Club Wins
NEWS
Final Season Match
Without a questionable doubt, this has been the busiest, most active, as
well as the most rewarding week in FTU sports history.
Last weekend Gergley's grapplers - - - - . - - - - .- - - - - . year and will play forward for Tech came home from a Fort Myers meet a well-oded mac~me l_ately ~th
this year. He is 6'3" tall and weighs with eight trophies under their better coordinat10n. with
199 pounds. Eddie Fluitt, a junior belts. Not bad for their first match on-the-field passes and dribblmg.
transfer from Lake Sumter
the season. Also the newly
Community College, will play of
formed archery team took three
center for FTU. The 21-year-old
trophies
in_
the
local
Southeastern
physical education major is 6'7" meet held m Sanford. But probably
.
tall.
the most astounding 'Sports event of
The FTU Golf team tees of~ this
Tommy Bowie, a 5'11" freshman the week occurred when FTU beat afternoon at 12: 30 p.m. m a
from Lansing, Michigan will play Shelton College to the tune of 6-5 tri-match agai~st Stetson Universi~
guard for Tech. He weighs 165 in its last soccer meet for the fall and Embry Riddle. The match will
pounds. Willie Gibson hails from quarter last Tuesday.
be played at Deltona Country Club.
Boynton Beach, Florida and is a
The ..team held a qualification
Only a few short weeks ago the
junior at FTU this year. Gibson is same shelton college team beat the ro~nd at the Del~ona Course la~t
5'9" tall and weighs 135 pounds. soccer knights 12-5. Team captain Friday to determme w~o the six
"Fast Ed" Smith, a nickname Bob Steadman just can't seem to players for the ~atch wdl be. Mark
earned from his lightning fast speed put his finger on a reason how. Stockwell, Mike Utz, Wayne
on the court, is 5'8" tall and weighs Most of the players, however, agree Leland,, Durry Howard, Greg
158 pounds. He is entering his that the team has worked more like Rodhegier and '!1.0 b Owens proved to
be the low qualifiers.
senior year at FTU.

Golfers To Compete
In Local Tri-Match

LOSING YOUR MIND OVER EXAMS?

enroll now at

Gooseberry Sani:tarium
IT'LL EASE YOUR WEARY BRAIN.
EDDIE FLUITT

WILLIE GIBSON

•

l'U.1
"MIAMI"

CLUB
lbato

Thursday-Saturday Night
Beautiful Downtown
Sanford

The Oak Hearth
Orlando's Newest and Finest
Restaurant & Lounge
NEEDS WAITRESSES

Call Mr. Del<mnJXl 851-3750
No experience necessary
We will train

records
tapes
4Ss
posters
.incense
black lights
fruit drinks& pies

This is a new place.
The front is a shop, the back is anything you like.
We've got tables, food and a place to escape.
Have a band, play music, like to read poetry?
Come to Gooseberry Sanitarium and do your thing .
It'll ease your weary mind.

chess tables

OPEN JAM SESSIONS
436 at Montgomery Rd. %. m1. west of 1-4

834-4343

/
t.-·
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Volleyhall Starts,
Week's Results Given
By BROADWAY BEAR

PENTEL DRAWING SET
;
.
'
·.

includes mechanical pencils with
lead diameters of 0. 7, 0.5, and 0.3
mm. Advantages of the lead are
dimensional stability and reduced
residue and smudging. For
: engineers, draftsmen, many other
: professional, and non-professional
users.
Set
$15.75

Intramural football is over, and now FTU students are getting their exercise by
hitting a ball over a net Though not as popular as sport as football, volleyball is a
good team sport, and in order to have a successful team, everybody must play
together. This year the intramural volleyball SYStem is composed of flV e divisions, as
more teams take part in the action.
Here are last week's results:
DTDoverKS
TKEoverLXA
Born bers over Disciples (forfeit)
TEP over KS
23 over LXA Ill
Psy. Fae over F-S II
LXA over Unknowns (forfeit)
NaL Sci. over TKE B
SSX over AKP (forfeit)
PAE over AKP (forfeit)
23overTEPil
LXA III over TEP II .
SSX II over Unknowns (forfeit)
SSX II over LXA II
PAE II over Disciples
TEPoverDTD
ATOoverTEP
TEP II over F-S II (forfeit)
LXA
III over PSY. Fae.
Nt. Sci. over SSX II
LXA II over TKE B
PAEoverLXA
Born hers over TKE Raiders
TEPoverKS
SSX over TKE B
NaL Sci. over Unknowns (forfeit)
TKE Raiders over Disciples
Fae-Staff over PAE II
TKEoverPAE
LXAoverSSX
ATOoverDTD
Volleyball Standings:
Frat Gold
Frat Black
Frat Independent Gold
TKE 2-0
ATO 2-0
23 2-0
PAE 2-1
TEP 3-1
LXAIII 2-1
SSX 1-1
DTD 1-2
Psy. Fae. I-I
LXA 1-2
KS0-3
TEPll 1-2
AKP0-2
F-Sll0-2
Independent Black
Independent White
Nat Sci. Fae. 3-0
Beulah's Bombers 2-0
SSX ll 3-1
Fae-Staff 11-0
LXA II 2-1
TKE Raiders 1-1
TKEB0-3
PAEII 1-1
Unknowns 0-3
Gideons Disciples 1-2
Important note**********AKP and the Unknowns have forfeited out of the
league.

ORCULAR SLIDE RULES
Also in men's FLAG FOOTBALL:
Two models, 41h'' and 6" ••• one
with A, B, C, a, D, K and L scales
ATO beat the BOMBERS
on the base dial ••• other with S,
L, and T scales on the back of base ATO over FACULTY-STAFF
disc ••• with opaque base printed
black two sides ... top transparent
disc with B, C and a scales printed
in red ... laminated for permanThe FTU Women's Athletic
ency of printing. 41h'' Circular
Association (W AA) will enter the
Slide Rule is equivalent to 12"
Women's State College Volleyball
~traight slide rule, 6" equivalent
to 16".
Championship today at 2: 30 p.m.
S94 (4Yz'')
$1.25 ea. , and tomorrow at Rollins College.
S96 (6")
$2.50 ea.
The WAA is entering a team
consisting of girls from the history
department, elementary education
and physical education.
According to PE instructor and
WAA sponsor. Pat Higgenbotham,
the team has been working hard in
preparing for this tournament. "The
team is new and has never been in
competition together before. We
plan on making the opposition really
work for every point they get, Miss
Higgenbotham said.

WOMEN'S TEAM-(left to right) Lyvonne Harvey, Mo Wittkop, club
advisor Pat Higgenbotham and Dena Pickens.

Archers Take Trophies
In Southeastern Meet ·

21-0
41·31

Intramural Sports Shorts
that FTU will be up against harder
and more experienced competition.
An open invitation has been
extended to all FTU students
interested in watching this
tournament.

· A total of three trophies were won by the newly-formed FTU Archery
·Club last Saturday in the Southeastern Inter-collegiate Championships
held at Stetson University in D e L a n d . - - - - - - - - - - - - - The women's team, composed of some great hopes for the team
Dena Pickens, Lyvonne Harvey and because there are plans for FTU to
Mo Wittkop won the first place host a state archery meet to be held
trophy in their division. The mixed on campus during April. ·
COED VOLLEYBALL
team, composed of Dena Pickens,
November 29 is the entry deadline L Y v o n n e
H a r v e Y , Mark
for coed volleyball. Entry forms can Gros.5enbacker. and Jeff Morton
be picked up in the Intramural office came h?me wit~ the secon~ .P!ace
or at the Kiosk November 30 at 11 trophy m the mixed team d1V1s1on.
a.m. the tourn~ment drawing and Individual honors go to Dena
captain's meeting will be held at the Pickens who won the first place
PE Building.
trophy in Women's Free Style,
Rules: No individual may play for Lyvonne Harvey, ,who placed
Starting November 18, the FTU
more than one team. Three men and second in the Women s Free Style, swimming pool will be closed due to
three women (alternately and Mo Wi~kop came in fourth in upcoming bad weather and a lack of
Women from all the major state · positioned) form a team. There is no the Women s Freestyle. . ..
attendance during the last few
It's the tidiest way to correct dup- junior and senior colleges will be limit on the number of players As a re~lt of thes~ mdividual weeks. According to PE officials, it is
licating masters, ledgers. Or doing participating in this meet, meaning allowed on the rosters.
honors, Pickens and Harvey are not feasible to keep the pool open
~~~~s.Wsh~~~w~ · ~-~w~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~w~gib~~~~~eNilioo~ because of the costs involved. The
to clip newspapers. There are so 1
Archery Championship held at San olympic-sized pool is scheduled to
many things you can do better
Bernadino Valley State College in reopen in spring quarter.
with an X-Acto knife, it's like
San Bernadino. Calif.
The equipment room of the
having a spare hand. Ideal for
According to team captain Jeff
plant use, too.
Morton, "for only one month's Physical Education Building will be
X-Acto 3ST
$1.00
practice, the team couldn't have closed November 25 through
1

Po.ol Reopens
In Spring

Tom 0 r row's Me re hand .• 5 •• ng

(blades are replaceable)

.,..-·

d I
Concept.... To ay.

i

done better." He apparently has

GOLF & TENNIS SHOP

These portfolios in the "Award
Collection" are available with
four different cover designs:
poetry by Henry Gibson; action
photos from Sports Illustrated;
"Togetherness" pictures and
"Morocco" textured.

george

~Stuart
"133 E. ROBINS.ON

"

671-3336
Sportswear Equipment
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS

1WIN-POCKET PORTFOLIOS

AIC~WllH .

8.

ne·Green Eagle

Aloma & Hwy. 436

29 tea.

Decem~er

There's a
Pantry .P~ide ·Store
Near You •••• Save At It!·

(Behind Frisch's)

Winter Park

...

November 19, 1971'
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shee shore? What I'm trying to
say, is take a trip to the sea.
Shore. (Who?) Your friends will
be glad to see you leave, and may
send you a little extra money to
keep you away. In fact,
depending on how well they can
get along without you, they may
send you a great deal of money.
Your offensive personality the
P.ntire staff can do without.
IF YOU WERE NOT BORN
TODAY:
That's not to say that you . d.
h
m icates ~ at you are getting up
don't have an offensive awfully early in the morning, to
personality too, but you just see Venus. That darkness on the
can't go to the beach.
horizon is last night leaving.
AQUARIUS:
· Don't you wish it could be
The stars say that you are forgotten that easily? Go back to
friendly and kind-hearted. I know bed and try to sleep it off. Maybe
better. You grab the opportunity she'll forget your name by the
to be rude and disgusting, time you wakeup.
chalking each new insult up as a GEMINI:
moral victory. You rejoice at the
Good words are written in the
misery and mortification you stars. I will not repeat them
cause others. You will get yours, though, because I'd lose readers.
however. A large, brown dog will Instead I will leave a rule to live
eat your fmal project in a by. The great poet has said "A
four-hour class, andyour prof will loaf of bread, a jug of wine and
never believe you. Justice wins thou by my side"So be it, and
out in the end.
pretty soon I'll be fat, drunk and
PISCES:
stuck with a paternity suit.
Illness in the family will CANCER
disrupt your plans this weekend.
:
You will be the one to contract
Rejoice, lucky one! This week
th ·n
you should be very successful in
el ness, which will be terminal.
To top 1·t all o ff , 1"f you live unt"l
1 your diet program. You should
Monday, you will discover that lose over 20 pounds by this time
you have a paper and a final in next week. I see that your legs
each of your classes. You will not will fall off at the knees. It may
make it that long, however, so not be the most aesthetic thing
you needn't study.
that could happen, but you will
ARIES:
lose weight.

The old saying reads "Eat,
drink, and be merry, for
tomorrow you may die." Follow
that advice, but do so with careful
temi>erance. If you don't die
tomorrow, you may wlsh you
.k hadn't eaten, drinken, and beed
so merry today.
J:::. TAURUS:

*

Gran~other's
You

#
{t)o

.

#: r>...'fJ

By John the Good, Resident Seer

~ For Friday, November 19, 1971
~ IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
~
Oh say, can you see? Shee
{+ Shells shee shells down by the

LEO:

You are a leader and a jerk.
You feel it your calling to direct
the lives of everyone else, but,
unfortunately, they do not feel
the need to be led by you, as you
are a clod and a jerk. You will fail
'"'t"S'
at all business attempts and your
There is a crossing of your marriage will fall apart. Other
early sun sign with Venus on the than that little bit of insight, you
~ rise. This indicates a darkness will not receive much good news
'1."i" riding on the horizon. It also today.
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CAPRICORN·

AYN RAND GROUP

. The Ayn Rand discussion group
The Chess Club will meet Monday
* will hold a meeting Tuesday from 5 at 7 p.m. in GC 104. 'There.will only
*to 6 p.m. in LR 210. All interested be two more meetings this quarter.
~ students are invited.
.

See Sagittarius.

THIS WEEK'S WFTU TOP TEN

Production of Rollins Players -"Barefoot in the Park"
Annie Russell Theatre, Sunday night December 12 1971 FTU Nigh t. 8:30 PM. Exclusively for FTU students.
PRICE $1. 00.

Tick_e_ts_on saJ& in Kiosk 10 to 3 Monday through Friday
·All other times tickets available in Student Government Office

1.
2.
3.
4.

Baby, I'm A Want You
It's a Crying Shame
Two Divided By Love
Don't Wanna Live Inside Myself
5. Rock Steady
6. Thin Line Between Love and Hate
7. Wild Night
8. Charity Ball
9. Fallin' in Love with Baby
10. All Day Music

THIS WEEK'S PICK SINGLE
Who does God Have But Us--Gene Viale

1''!orida State Theatres -- Tickets good any time at any
Florida State Theatre. Price 75 cents.
Now showing:
Beacham: " Women and Pages"
Plaza Rocking Chair: "They Call Me Trinity" comedy western
starring Farley Granger
Colony: "Hellstrom Chronicle" a scientific documentary on insects

:
:

ENTERTAINMENT

COMMING SOON:
CENTRAL FLORIDA CIVIC THEATRE ASSOCIATION

:

inherit your* :
:
spaghetti fann, *
:
and will hav~ the chanc~ t~ settle
:
~own and ra1sespaghett1 with the
.·'1 Ii
•
httle woman f~r the rest of your
~ys.. My advice would be to ~ • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • • • •• • ·
diversif~. Y~u never know .. All ~ ·
PARTHENAES
the It~hans m the world might
SIGMA DE~ TA
must die all ofasudden,andthen
Jim Lewis, WFTV news director,
Parth e n aes, FTU's women's
the bott?m would fall out 0 ~ ~he -t} ~ill be guest spe~er at. Tuesday.'s
spagh~tti market. ~ ra.tsmg .J.l.. Sigma Delta meetmg. His talk will honor society, congratulates all
duckhpsforpaperweights.
"i"j"'begin at 11 a.m. in LR 212 and the probationary members who have
now met the qualifications for full
LIBRA:
* meeting will last about an hour.
collegiate membership. For those
All members are expected to
b Be .forcef~ today' but not
attend and anyone interested in women who have become
0 noxiou~t.
xert _your~lf as -t} broadcast journalism is invited. full-fledged members, a special social
and meeting will be held Monday
youdr pos1 mn r~qmres. . you ~ Refreshments will be served.
night, Nov. 29. Further information
nee to take act10n, today 1s the ~ S ·
day. Strike, while the iron is hot. -t} - ~g:~ t Delt~h _members are about the meeting and copies of the
Then duck. (See Virgo for ducks.) t} ~~m$~ ~o ~e1::~rer e~h~::~!~~s old constitution and proposed
Those under you do not respect
who will be at the meeting.
' amendments will be sent out this
coming week.
you, because they feel you are ..r.l..
Collegiate members are reminded
not as well versed as you claim to ~
that
the initiation fee and dues for
be. They are right. You will never
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
the
1971-72
year should be paid no
win .their respect, S? simply
At next week's meeting on
later
than
today.
ex~rcISe your authonty now,
November 23 Dr. David W. Gurney
For furth er information contact
whde_you still have it to exercise.
of the College of Education, will
Parthenaes secretary Susan Egan in
SCORPIO:
.
+}explain "Teacher Certification in the Publications Office, LR 215, ext.
Don't trust those close to you, ..r.l.. ~orid~" for those students majoring 2865, or call president Billie Kolar at
like your children. To leave home ~ m foreign languages.
2803.
may be inevitable, but when you +} The club's shoe-shine is sche~uled
return you will find · that your t}o for Wednesday, Dec. 1, and will be
house has been sold by your
held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Village
ASCE
daughter to purchase a tape ~ Cen~e~, t~e Li~r~ry and the
recorder and pay off various "!{ Admm1Strat1on Buildmg.
The FTU student chapter of the
debts which she has been accruing ~
Al 1E
American Society of Civil Engineers
for the past few years. Just try +}
(ASCE) wi11 visit the new Cocoa
not to think about it while on
Th~ studen~ chapter of t~e water
treatment plant on Tuesday.
your trip
.J.l.. Amencan Institute of Industrial
·
"l"l"" Engineers (AIIE), will hold its All interested students may meet at
-{I} next meetm· g Tuesday at 11 a.m. m· 11 a.m. in the lobby of the
SAGITTARIUS:
Engineering Building. The highly
EN 359.
Hi there, typewriter. How
The speaker at the meeting will be automated plant is reportedly one of
come you're not sending any ..r.l.. J~hn O'Rourke, ~lace~ent , center the most efficient in the country.
more nifty vibes to my brain so "i"j"' direc~or. He will discuss t~e For further information contact Dr.
that I might complete my lousy
functions of the placement center m Martin Wanielista.
column? I could really use some +}regard to engn:ieeri~g students.
good ideas. I could even use some
The meetmg 1s open to all
CHESS CLUB
mediocre ideas. How about what
students and free coffee will be
you consider to be lousy ideas?
served.

#

SAVE BILLS!

i:

THIS

WEE~' S

PICK

AL~UM

Led Zeppelin IV---Led Zeppelin

Bread
Gayle McCormick
·Grass Roots
Bee Gees
Aretha Franklin
The Pursuaders
Van Morrison
Fanny
Sweet Henry
War

